
The multilayered holistic energy bio-feedback therapeutic blanket uses
Two distinctly different sides = ( Yin + Yang ) for 4 Different Purposes

 
 1  to help Protect the body by deflecting away external energy influences
2  to help Balance the body’s multiple energies by establishing a Cocoon
3  to help Reflect back to the body its own energy output = BioFeedback

 4  to help Raise Core Body Temperature and to Synergise with InfraBed®

 

By uising the InfraBed with BioBlanket we multiply and improve energetic 
transfer from just Conduction and Radiation, by Convection and Reflection.

Energy Reflection Therapy

Feels? - The first thing one usually feels subjectively when being wrapped in the 
BioBlanket is complete and pleasant protection. External influences are reduced 
or blocked and/or reflected away. Then one may become aware of subtle shifts 
as the BioBlanket reflects back the body’s own infrared and other frequencies.

YANG Side down - One may feel quickly an emanating feeling of superficial 
Warmth, that may be followed by periods of warmth focused in parts of the body, 
that usually passes within minutes (Yang Side). When working with the InfraBeds, 
when they are turned ON and UP (20C  to 70 C) in terms of temperature then the 
thermal therapy is higher, more obvious and pervasive.

YIN Side down  - One may feel quickly a sense of emanating Cool from the 
BioBlanket, and if the body has been warm, or the weather is hot, this can be a 
cooling experience, particularly if your InfraBed is turned down or Off. One also 
can experience a sense of inner peace and quiet that leads towards a state of 
repose something like a meditation. (Yin Side)



Protection 
ReflectionBioBlanket®

Rest, Recover & Rejuvenate

2 Sizes ~ King Single  120 x 200cm  $330  incl GST

        King Double 240 x 200cm  $660  incl GST

BioBlanket® is NOT an ARTG Tregistered therapeutic medical device, so 
any use with any medical condition should have your doctor’s approval.

HOW? - The BioBlanket works essentially by deflecting away external 
energies that may be influencing the body, and also by reflecting back 

to itself the body’s various energies and also the InfraBed’s subtle, 
infrared and thermal (20C to 70C) energies.

Layers inside the BioBlanket are designed to prevent the body’s various 
energetic emissions from dissipating outwards. These same layers 

reflect the emissions back onto the body.

You can lie or sit, meditate, reflect, introspect, think, plan or sleep,
or even work with your BioBlanket around, under, or over you.

There’s a layer that is infused with Negative Ions on the Yang side.
 Also, you can have an InfraBed under you, and it can be on, or off.

BioBlanket helps InfraBed build Core Temperature and Circulation
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